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Abstract: In this Paper we analyzed about Edge detection characteristics and different ways of finding an edge 

in an image and we have implemented Robert, pewit, Sobel operators way to find the edge detection in an 

image. . Here we simulated and synthesized the Robert. Pewit, Sobel Operators edge detection    using VHDL 

using Xilinx ISE 13.1 and simulated using MATLAB. 
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1. Introduction: 
Edge detection refers to the method of distinctive and locating sharp discontinuities in a picture. The 

discontinuities square measure abrupt changes in element intensity that characterizes boundaries of objects 

during a scene. Classical ways of edge detection involve convolving the image with associate operator (a 2-D 

filter), that's engineered to be sensitive to large gradients inside the image whereas returning values of zero in 

uniform regions. There‟s a very sizable quantity of edge detection operators accessible, each designed to be 

sensitive to sure varieties of edges. Variables involved inside the selection of edge detection operator include. 

 

Noise environment: Edge detection is hard in clattering photos, since every the noise and so the perimeters 

contain high-frequency content. Tries to reduce the noise finish in blurred and distorted edges. Operators used 

on clattering photos unit sometimes larger in scope, so as that they'll average enough info to discount localized 

clattering pixels. This results in less correct localization of the detected edge. 

 

Edge structure: Not all edges involve a step modification in intensity. Effects like refraction or poor focus 

could lead to objects with boundaries made public by a gradual modification in intensity. The operator should be 

chosen to be attentive to such a gradual modification in those cases. Newer wavelet-based techniques extremely 

characterize the character of the transition for each approach order to inform apart, for example, edges 

associated with hair from edges associated with a face. There unit some ways to perform edge detection. 

However, the majority of assorted ways that is additionally classified into two categories: 

 

Gradient: The gradient technique detects the edges by longing for the utmost and minimum at intervals the first 

derivative of the image. 

 

Laplacian: The Laplacian technique searches for zero crossings at intervals the second by-product of the image 

to hunt out edges. A grip has the one-dimensional kind of a ramp and laborious the by-product of the image can 

highlight its location. Suppose we've the next signal, with a grip shown by the jump in intensity below: 

 

 
If we take the gradient of this signal which, in one dimension, is just the first derivative with respect to thewe 

get the following: 
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II. EDGE DETECTION TECHNIQUES: 
Majorly Edge detection can be done using three operators 

 

 Robert Operator 

 Prewitt operator 

 Sobel Operator 

 

In this Paper we are going to implement Sobel operator for finding an Edge detected image. 

 

Robert Operator: The Roberts operator performs an easy, fast to calculate, 2-D special gradient activity on a 

picture. It therefore highlights regions of high special gradient which frequently correspond to edges. In its 

commonest usage, the input to the operator could be a grayscale image, as is that the output. Component values 

at every purpose within the output represent the calculable magnitude of the special gradient of the input image 

at that time. 

+1 0 

 

0 +1 

0 -1 -1 0 

             Gx                                    Gy 

      Fig: Robert Operator convolution masks 

            Gx = (z4 - z1) 

           Gy = (z3 – z2)  

 

Prewitt operator: Prewitt operator is used for edge detection in an image. It detects two types of edges. 

 Horizontal edges 

 Vertical Edges 

Edges square measure calculated by victimization distinction between corresponding element intensities of a 

picture. All the masks that square measure used for edge detection also are referred to as by-product masks. As a 

result of as we've declared persistently before during this series of tutorials that image is additionally a sign thus 

changes in an exceedingly signal will solely be calculated victimization differentiation. Thus that‟s why these 

operators also are known as by-product operators or by-product masks. All the derivative masks should have the 

following properties: 

 Opposite sign should be present in the mask. 

 Sum of mask should be equal to zero. 

 More weight means more edge detection. 

Prewitt operator provides us two masks one for detecting edges in horizontal direction and another for detecting 

edges in a vertical direction. 

 

-1 -1 -1 

 

-1 0 1 

0 0 0 -1 0 1 

1 1 1 -1 0 1 

                Fig: Horizontal and Vertical Operators 
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Gx = (z3+z6+z9) – (z1+z4+z7) 

Gy = (z7+z8+z9) – (z1+z2+z3)  

Sobel Operator: Sobel mask is same as that of the Prewitt mask .There is just one distinction, Sobel operator 

has „2‟ and „-2‟ values in center of 1st, third column of horizontal mask and 1st, third rows of vertical mask. 

This offers additional weight age to the element values round the edge region, thence will increase the sting 

intensity. 

 

-1 -2 -1 

 

-1 0 1 

0 0 0 -2 0 2 

1 2 1 -1 0 1 

 

         Fig: Sobel operator convolution masks  

 

        Gx = (z3+2z6+z9) – (z1+2z4+z7) 

        Gy = (z7+2z8+z9) – (z1+2z2+z3) 

 

John Sobel considered the mathematical problem of deriving an optimal smoothing filter given the 

criteria of detection, localization and minimizing multiple responses to one edge. He showed that the optimum 

filter given these assumptions may be a add of 4 exponential terms. He additionally showed that this filter will 

be well approximated by first-order derivatives of Gaussians. Sobel additionally introduced the notion of non-

maximum suppression, which implies that given the pre smoothing filters, edge points square measure outlined 

as points wherever the gradient magnitude assumes a neighborhood most within the gradient direction Although 

his work was exhausted the first days of laptop vision, the Sobel edge detector (including its variations) 

continues to be a progressive edge detector.[11] Unless the preconditions square measure notably appropriate, 

it's arduous to seek out a footing detector that performs considerably higher than the Sobel edge detector. 

The Sobel detector was derived from similar mathematical criteria because the Sobel edge detector, 

though ranging from a separate viewpoint so resulting in a group of algorithmic filters for image smoothing 

rather than mathematician filters.  

Different gradient operators will be applied to estimate image gradients from the input image or a 

smoothened version of it. The simplest approach is to use central differences: 

𝐿𝑥  𝑥,𝑦 = −
1

2
∗ 𝐿 𝑥 − 1, 𝑦 + 0 ∗ 𝐿 𝑥, 𝑦 +

1

2
∗ 𝐿(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) 

𝐿𝑦  𝑥, 𝑦 = −
1

2
∗ 𝐿 𝑥, 𝑦 − 1 + 0 ∗ 𝐿 𝑥, 𝑦 +

1

2
∗ 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) 

Corresponding to the application of the following filter masks to the image data: 

 

 𝐿𝑥 =  
−1

2
0

1

2
 ∗ 𝐿 And 𝐿𝑦 =  

+1
2 

0
−1

2 

 ∗ 𝐿 

 

The well-known and earlier sobel operator is based on the following filters: 

𝐿𝑥 =  
−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

 *L and 

 

 𝐿𝑦 =  
+1 +2 +1
0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

 *L 
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Fig 4: Edge detection 

 

Edge Detection Hardware Design: 

Xilinx integrated system atmosphere style suite-13 computer code platforms area unit used for writing 

edge detection algorithmic rule in VHDL language. Edge detection system design is principally divided into 2 

module initial module is accumulation of computer file, used for accumulation of computer file in initial in 

initial out register memory. Second module is edge detection operation module and used for performing arts 

convolution, addition, threshold scrutiny operation on gathered correct pel knowledge. Once reset is low system 

move to reset position. 

 
 

FIFO memory array and shift registers ar used for accumilation of input pel information for 

process.Length of FIFO memory array is same as that of pixels in one row of input image [5]. Since 

parliamentarian operator is 2×2 size mask,Robert operator primarily based edge detection ssystem needs just 

one FIFO memory array and one shift regster to accumulate adequate quantity of pel information to begin 

process. Pewit, Sobel operator primarily based edge detection systenm needs 2 FIFO memory array and 3 

register to accumulate adequate quantity of pel information to begin process as a result of Pewit and Sobel 

operators ar of size 3×3. At each rising fringe of clock input pel information is hold on, get rid of from FIFO and 

undergo register. Row and column counter ar used for synchronizing operation between accumulation of input 

file module and edge detection operation module. Input image size and output image size is same. Convolution 

operation is performed on accumulated input file to get a gradient in horizontal and vertical direction. The 

obsolute worths of gx and gy ar value-added with adder and obtained magnitude is compare by threshold value. 

If the worth is quite the edge, the centre worth in 3×3 image region is get replace by 255.If the value is less than 

the threshold, the centre value in 3×3 image region is get replace by 0 [6]. 
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Project Flow:  

 
Fig: Project Flow 

 

The Input Image was converted to Gray scale Images then we store the image pixel values in the Text 

files. The input text files are read by the VHDL Edge Detector Code then the edge detection was applied on the 

pixel values in the text file. Then it will create another text file which it stores the output edge pixels. Then again 

in the MATLAB we read the pixel values and show the image of edge detection. 

 

Simulation Results: 

 
Fig: Conversion of Input Image to Text File in MATLAB 

 

 
Fig: Conversion of Output text file to Image MATLAB 

 

Synthesis Report: 

This project synthesis was carried on Spartan 3an FPGA with device name XC3S50an and Speed grade 

-4. The synthesis report was tabulated in the below table. 
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Slice Logic 

Utilization 

Robert  Prewitt` Sobel 

Number used 

as Flip flops 

326 446 450 

Number of 

slices LUTs 

1408 1537 1538 

Number of 

occupied 

slices 

704 732 737 

 

Operation Robert Prewitt Sobel 

Addition 128×128×3 128×128×11 128×128×11 

Multiplication 0 0 128×128×4 

Fig: Number of times additions and Multiplication Required for Convolution 

 

Conclusion: 
In this paper we evaluated Robert, Pewit, Sobel operator edge detection on Image using Xilinx and 

their simulation was carried out using the MATLAB Simulator.  
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